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conventional metal-oxide-semiconductor
field effect transistors, have been aimed
at addressing this issue. But it is cumbersome to fabricate the gate electrode and
manage the interconnect layout to effectively control an individual device within
a high density matrix. In addition, this
complicated system integration of heterogeneous components lacks direct and
active interfacing between electronics
and mechanical actuations, resulting in
low sensitivity and limiting the spatial
resolution with the fabricated pixels sizes
of hundreds of micrometers to tens of
millimeters.[13–15] So it is highly desired
to find schemes for developing a direct interaction between
machines and human/environment and the possibility of largescale integrations. Thus piezotronic nanodevices and integrated
systems were recently invented to achieve these goals.[16–19]
By replacing the external gating voltage with an inner-crystal
potential produced by piezoelectric polarization charges at the
interface, as the “gating voltage” to modulate the charge transport, the two-terminal, strain-gated piezotronic transistors (PT)
can be used to sense directly the circumstantial stimuli.[20,21]
In order to realize an outperforming ability of diversified pressure/strain sensing, the sensitivity and integration are two
major challenges needed to be addressed.
Sensitivity is one of the most critical properties of pressure/strain sensor devices, which can greatly expand the
devices’ detection capability and application ranges. Over the
past several years, the sensitivity of piezotronic transistors
has been significantly improved through various efforts, such
as the improvement of the crystallinity of nanowires (NWs)
to reduce the screening effect on piezoelectric potentials[22]
and the exploration of new materials with high piezoelectric
performances.[23–26] However, there are still many problems
impeding further improvement of sensitivity, such as the possible bending or buckling effects of NWs widely known but
neglected by now.[27]
Integration is another key issue for developing high-resolution electronics that is crucial for robotics and human–machine
interfaces. A special solution of 254 dpi has been recently
developed to achieve active tactile sensors by integrating twoterminal piezotronic transistors based on bundles of vertical
NWs.[6] Although single piezotronic transistors and simple transistor arrays have been so far demonstrated as the novel strain/
force/pressure sensor, to integrate millions of piezotronic transistors is still a great challenge especially at high resolution
due to the difficulties of fabricating piezotronic transistors with

In this paper, a new kind of 2D piezotronic transistor (PT) with the highest
sensitivity till date has been designed and demonstrated, and the 2DPT
array with ultrahigh spatial resolution has been developed through assembling ZnO nanoplatelets into ordered nanoplatelet array. As active sensors
by directly converting applied mechanical actuations into electrical control
signals without applying gate voltage, the ZnO 2DPT array has a great advantage as a fundamental component of piezotronics. The 2DPT array paves
the way for a large-scale and integrated production of two terminal vertical
transistors, which will contribute to its application in many fields such as
human–machine interfacing, smart sensor, and processor systems.

Apart from the technology roadmap of miniaturization as per
Moore’s law, increasing efforts have been made to integrate
single micro/nanodevices with versatile functionalities into
a multifunctional large-scale micro/nanosystem for environmental and human health monitoring, and human–machine
interfacing.[1–7] It is proposed to be one of the major directions
for electronics to develop a kind of highly integrated complex systems for sensing pressure/strain in the future. Functional nanodevices,[8–12] such as 3D integrated circuits and
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Figure 1. ZnO nanoplatelet design, synthesis, and characterization. a) Schematic illustration of buckling effect in vertical piezoelectric nano/micromaterial without (left) and with (right) external force. The h and r0 represent height and radius of the piezoelectric nano/micromaterial. The Dmax represents
the maximal amount of bending in lateral deflection. b) Theoretical calculation of the linear relationship between the lateral deflection Dmax and square
aspect ratio (Δl/2r0)2 in vertical piezoelectric nano/micromaterial under constant force with varies of offsets. c) Bending distributions in nanowires
under 5 MPa with 80% offset simulated by a finite-element analysis method (COMSOL). The length used for calculation is 5 µm. d) AFM topography
image of ZnO nanoplatelet. Inset: AFM line height track. e) Piezoelectric coefficient d33 of ZnO nanoplatelet acquired with different frequency.

vertical 3D structures by using current microfabrication technologies. Therefore, innovative new materials and technology
are expected to develop piezotronic transistors.
In this article, we report a new kind of 2DPT with the
highest pressure/strain sensitivity of 60.97–78.23 meV MPa−1,
which is 90–116 times higher than that of the nanowire-based
piezotronic transistors[24] and over two times higher than that
of the reported nanowire-bundle-based piezotronic transistors.[6] Additionally, by assembling ZnO nanoplatelets into an
ordered nanoplatelet array, we demonstrate a 2DPT array with
an ultrahigh spatial resolution of 12 700 dpi, which is about
50-fold improvement over that of a previously reported matrix
of vertical-nanowire piezotronic transistors.[6] This study shows
the advantage of using ZnO nanoplatelets for ultrasensitive
piezotronic transistors and the great potential of using 2DPT
arrays for adaptive high-resolution tactile sensors.
The buckling effect is a ubiquitous phenomenon among
nano/microwires, which can seriously degrade the performance
of vertical piezotronic transistors, since the buckling effect
causes a severe degradation of the nano/microwires’ axial strain
that dictates the piezotronic effect (see Note 1 in the Supporting
Information). As shown in Figure 1a–c, calculations based on
the finite-element analysis have been done to illustrate the
bulking effect of nano/microwires. As illustrated in Figure 1a,
the nano/microwire will be bent under a normal force with an
offset Δl to the center of the upper surface. A linear relationship
between the lateral deflection Dmax and the square aspect ratio
(h/2r0)2 of bent nano/microwires with fixed radius has been
1606346 (2 of 6)
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plotted (Figure 1b; Figure S1 in the Note 1 in the Supporting
Information), which is consistent with the formula obtained
through the theory of elasticity.[28] And the bending distributions in nano/microwires in the same length but different radii
are presented in Figure 1c, indicating that the lateral deflection
Dmax is over ten times bigger than the vertical compression
when the aspect ratio is equal to 50. Therefore, the negative
impact of the buckling effect greatly limits the magnitude of
piezopotential across the nanowire.
To eliminate the buckling effect and develop a new approach
for an ultrasensitive piezotronic transistor, we developed a
hexagonal ZnO nanoplatelet[29] with a smaller top surface
(Figure 1d), and an aspect ratio of ≈0.42 (inset of Figure 1d).
Due to the special geometry (Figures S2–S4, Supporting
Information), the buckling effect can be ignored when the
ZnO nanoplatelet was subjected to an external force. The
polar c axis orientation of ZnO nanoplatelets is determined
(Figure 1d) by utilizing the converse piezoelectric effect measurement (Figure S5, Supporting Information). Meanwhile, the
effective piezoelectric coefficient d33 of ZnO was discovered to
be frequency dependent and varied from 18.9 to 22.5 pm V−1
(Figure 1e), which is relatively high compared with that of the
previous reports (Table S1, Supporting Information). Based on
the above analysis, the ZnO nanoplatelet is a suitable candidate to serve as the piezoelectric semiconductor component for
2DPT.
Basing on the well-aligned self-assembly ZnO nanoplatelets,
we designed a new kind of 2DPT with a sandwich structure,
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Figure 2. 2D piezotronic transistor (2DPT) layout. a) Schematic illustration of two-terminal 2DPT. ZnO nanoplatelet in 2DPT aligned along the c axis
(red arrow). b) Band diagram used to explain the piezotronic behavior observed in a 2DPT device. c) The modulation of carrier transport by strains
under opposite drain bias in a 2DPT device shows characteristic of a piezotronic effect. Inset: experimentally measured I–V characteristics under a
constant pressure of 0.02 MPa. d) Current I presented in semilog form versus (−Vrev)1/4 under reverse bias condition. e) Calculated SBH change as a
function of the applied pressure.

in which a ZnO nanoplatelet was between a Pd electrode
(used for Schottky contact ) and a heavily doped n-Si electrode
(used for Ohm contact) (Figure 2a; Figure S6 in the Note 2 in
the Supporting Information). Being subjected to the external
mechanical deformation, the ZnO nanoplatelet experiences
an axial strain and produces piezoelectric polarization charges
on the top (negative) and bottom (positive) surfaces, which
distributed within a thickness of 1–2 atomic layers.[30,31] The
positive piezopotential created within the Schottky contact can
lower its Schottky barrier height (SBH) and hence increase the
transport conductance of the 2DPT; while a negative piezopotential induced within the contact between the top n-Si atomic
force microscope (AFM) tip and ZnO has little influence on the
energy band in the vicinity of the junction, since the conduction band discontinuity between the ZnO nanoplatelet and the
top n-Si electrode is relatively small (Figure 2b; Figure S7, Supporting Information), which is proved by the Ohm characteristic I–V curve of the n-Si/ZnO/Al structure (Figure S8 in the
Note 2 in the Supporting Information). As shown in Figure 2c,
when the pressure is increased from 0.02 to 3.64 MPa, the
current increases dramatically, and the IV changes gradually
from the asymmetric Schottky characteristic curve to the symmetrical Ohm characteristic curve, indicating that the SBH
gradually decreases with increased pressure. Thus, the local
contact profile and the carrier transport characteristics of the
two-terminal 2DPT are controlled effectively by the polarization
charge-induced potential.
To better understand the regulation mechanism, we have
detailedly analyzed the 2DPT in reverse bias condition.
According to the Schottky theory,[26,27] ln(I) is approximately
proportional to V1/4 or V, corresponding to the presence or
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absence of the mirror force at the Schottky junction (see Note
4 in the Supporting Information). By plotting both ln(I)–V1/4
and ln(I)–V curves, we determined that the ln(I)–V1/4 is almost
linear (Figure 2d), which indicates that there exists a mirror
force at the Schottky junction and the barrier is not that
“sharp.”[32] In addition, the change of SBH (Δϕ) calculated in
Figure 2e and Figure S9 (see Note 5 in the Supporting Information) shows an approximately linear relationship under applied
pressures (P), which is consistent with the piezotronic model,
demonstrating that the strain-induced piezopotential can effectively modulate the Schottky barrier. Thus, it is reasonable to
conclude that the dominant mechanism for the transport property of 2DPT is the piezotronic effect rather than the piezoresistance effect, as further confirmed by the auxiliary experiment
(Figures S8 and S10 in the Note 6 in the Supporting Information). Besides, the 2DPT can also be regulated effectively
by the applied stress under forward bias (Figures S11–S14 in
the Note 7 in the Supporting Information), which has huge
potential value in applications like light-emitting diodes.[32]
The pressure sensitivity of ZnO 2DPT is shown in Figure 3a.
We applied increasing pressure at a fixed location on the ZnO
2DPT and measured the current variations. The ZnO 2DPT
demonstrates high sensitivity for detecting pressure changed
from low-pressure to high-pressure regions(a few kPa to
≈3.64 MPa), so that it is applicable to tactile sensing with a wide
pressure-sensing range such as human-electronics interfacing
and smart skin. A plot of ln(I) curve versus the applied pressure
(Figure 3b) shows that the current increases exponentially with
applied pressure, which is consistent with the above analysis of
the model (see Note 5 in the Supporting Information), proving
the modulation effect of applied pressure on conductance. The
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about 185–942 times higher than that of piezotronic transistor based on ZnO NWs[27] and
much higher than that of piezotronic transistors based on other kinds of NWs.[6,26,33,34]
Furthermore, as a strain sensor, the performance of 2DPT is also characterized by a
gauge factor, which is defined as [ΔI(ε)/I(0)]/Δε.
The gauge factor of our device demonstrated
here is about 1.5 × 107, which is the highest
one by now compared with those in the previous reports (Table S2 in the Supporting
Information). The key factor in achieving the
ultrahigh pressure sensitivity of 2DPT can be
attributed to the special 2D geometry of ZnO
nanoplatelet with a high piezoelectric coefficient d33.
In order to illustrate the high stability
and responsiveness of 2DPT to the external
stimuli, we measured the current response
to periodic force pulses at a constant bias of
0.5 V, as shown in Figure 3c. The dynamic
response shows that the effect of force on
the current is reversible. The current was
increased from ≈0.086 nA to ≈17.4 nA after
a ≈1.84 MPa force was applied at the ZnO
nanoplatelet, which can be considered as the
‘off’ and ‘on’ states in a switch transistor. The
on/off ratio is about 202, which can be further
tuned by increasing the strain. Furthermore,
no obvious degradation in 2DPT operation
was observed after the reliability test for five
hours (Figure S15, Supporting Information),
suggesting the good reliability and stability
in the device operation. The response time
was monitored by maximizing the sampling
Figure 3. Current responses of 2DPT device under different pressures. a) Under constant
rate of the signal input channels of the AFM
applied voltage, the current passing through the 2DPT increased step-by-step as the applied
pressure increased. b) ln(I)–P curve which is used to demonstrate a linear relationship between system. From Figure 3d (on the right), the
ln(I) and the applied pressure. c) Current response to a pressure pulse. d) Time response of current responds very quickly to the pressure
the current change as the force changes between 100 and 125 s.
change in time less than 5 ms, which is far
less than the respond time of human fingertips (≈30 to 50 ms), and it demonstrates that 2DPT has great
calculated pressure sensitivity (defined as S = ΔSBH/ΔPressure,
potential applications in tactile sensors with ultrafast responses.
see Note 8 in the Supporting Information) of ZnO 2DPT is
To investigate whether the ZnO 2DPT array has potential
60.97–78.23 meV MPa−1, which is the highest one among all
to resolve the stress profile spatially with high spatial resoluprevious reports (Table 1). The pressure sensitivity of 2DPT is
tion, we used a ZnO 2DPT array (Figure 4a) to achieve adaptive
strain mapping. By combining the unique 2D geometry of wellTable 1. Comparison of pressure sensitivity with the current literature.
aligned ZnO nanoplatelets with state-of-the-art self-assembly
NW: Nanowire as the single piezoelectric component. NW cluster:
Nanowire cluster as the single piezoelectric component. Nanoplatelet:
method (Figures S16 and S17, Supporting Information) and
Nanoplatelet as the single piezoelectric component.
microfabrication techniques, an innovative 2DPT array was
obtained. Figure 4b shows the self-assembly 2DPT array with a
Force
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Figure 4. Tactile imaging by the 2DPT array. a) Schematic illustration of a 2DPT array. b) Scanning electron micrograph of 2DPT array with high spatial
resolution (≈12 700 dpi). c) Conductance measurement in the temporal domain. d) Mapping of a 3 × 4 pressure-sensing array to the subtle touches
and the corresponding current response 2D intensity profile measured by mapping the pixel signals. “Encode-Decode” process transfers the input
number series in pressure signal to the corresponding output number series in electrical signal.

individually. The conductance measured from all pixels in the
temporal domains are compiled and shown in Figure 4c. The
current response from each pixel was under a bias of 0.5 V,
with and without the external pressure (≈1.84 MPa) applied.
Distinct changes in conductance observed for all pixels before
and after the localized pressure is applied, indicating that the
ZnO 2DPT array can respond to static as well as dynamic
stimuli. More importantly, the ZnO 2DPT array’s spatial resolution of pressure variations is also very high (≈12 700 dpi),
which is illustrated in Figure 4d. We exhibited an “encode–
decode” process of transferring the input number series in the
pressure signal to the corresponding output number series
in the electrical signal. First, a predetermined input number
series (314159265358) was encoded into the corresponding
pressure series in spatial domain, which has been applied to

Adv. Mater. 2017, 1606346

different pixels successively, as shown in Figure 4d (on the top),
where the color of each pixel corresponds to different applied
pressures on the 2DPT array. It can be seen from Figure 4d
(at the bottom), the spatial profiles of all applied stresses can
be distinguished and mapped electronically at high resolution. By measuring the output current of each independently
functioning 2DPT, a spatial profile of applied pressure can be
readily imaged by registering the measured current to the corresponding pixel coordinated along the x (bottom electrode)
and y (top electrode) axes. Finally, the output number series
was obtained via decoding the current mapping, which is
well matched with the input code. These results demonstrate
the potential of using 2DPT array for future applications in
touchpad technology, personalized signatures and other functional memory devices.
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In conclusion, a new kind of 2DPT with the highest sensitivity up to date has been designed and demonstrated, and the
2DPT array with ultrahigh spatial resolution has been developed
through assembling ZnO nanoplatelets into an ordered nanoplatelet array. As active sensors by directly converting applied
mechanical actuations into electrical control signals without
gate voltage, and the ZnO 2DPT array has a great advantage
as a fundamental component of piezotronics. The 2DPT array
paves the way for the large-scale and integrated production
of two terminal vertical transistors, which will contribute to
its application in many fields such as human–machine interfacing, smart sensor, and processor systems.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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